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Media Kit

Color gets you noticed.

Your success depends on being noticed.

How do you know if you’re memorable for the right…
…or the wrong reasons?
What do your color choices say about you?
Mary Ellen Lapp reveals how the colors we wear, and the colors that
surround us, even the color of the car we drive, impact our self image
and affects how we are seen by the people around us. Color speaks
to the conscious and sub-conscious mind, creating the thoughts, the
emotions and actions that together produce our life results.
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Book

“Success starts with how you see yourself.”
Impressions of color are responsible for your self esteem
and ultimately for your life success.

•
•
•
•
•

Find ways to boost your success instantly with color.
Know if you’re a color victim.
Learn the truth about basic black.
When less color is more appealing.
How to become a success magnet with high impact color.

Mary Ellen explains how to use color to look and feel your best while
harnessing the power of color to create success.
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The Author

Mary Ellen Lapp
Mary Ellen Lapp gives you the clear picture about your color filled world

and guides your journey past the rainbow of choices. She explains how to be
in control of color’s hypnotic power to influence.
An expert Colorist, Mary Ellen Lapp has perfected her talents and
entrepreneurial skills through her Interior Design business, and
Contemporary Art Galleries. She explains her lifelong observation and
study of color appropriately, “Color is my life”. Focusing on creating life
enhancing colorscapes for the interior spaces of clients, her expertise has
transformed restaurant interiors, office environments, retail spaces and
private homes.
In addition to physical spaces, Mary Ellen works with clients to create
their own personal color identity to attract positive outcomes in their
lives. Mary Ellen Lapp is a Certified LifeSuccess Consultant and Coach.
Her interaction with clients explores the integral link between their self
image and life results. Describing color’s profound impact on success,
personally, professionally, and emotionally, Mary Ellen writes on the
influences of color, and presents LifeSuccess programs worldwide, helping
her clients to BE more, DO more and HAVE more.
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Blurbs

“Your choices of colors in every area of your business and personal life can have a
major impact on others. This book shows you how to tap into this magic.”
– Brian Tracy

Author of “The Way To Wealth”

“The Color of Success reinforced for me the importance of the self image in reaching
goals. Mary Ellen Lapp spells out the simple steps to form a solid self image from the inside out.”
– Paul Martinelli
President
LifeSuccess Consulting

“Being seen and getting noticed, two requirements of success, are presented in a
new way in Mary Ellen Lapp’s insightful book. The Color of Success should be required
reading for everyone before they set out on their journey of success.”
– Ric Thompson

Co-Founder
Healthy Wealthy n Wise

“It’s so simple, like attracts like,the Law of Attraction. In The Color of Success,
Mary Ellen Lapp entertains and explains attraction, the magnetic force that brings
success.”

– Joe Vitale
author of “The Attractor Factor,”
and the forthcoming “Zero Limits”
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Blurbs

“I was shocked at the power that color has. Since reading The Color of Success,
I now look in the mirror a whole new way.”
– Kevin Wilke

Co-Founder
Nitro Marketing

“Mary Ellen Lapp’s writing paints a colorful picture of how looking good and
feeling good create the masterpiece called you. The Color of Success shows you how.”
– Joe Borrello

President
Tasters Guild International

“You are unique - in all the world, there is only one expression of YOU! Mary
Ellen Lapp brings to us The Color of Success as a creative way to help you discover and
highlight your very own unique self! Enjoy!”

– Carol Gates
Author of As You Wish
and President of Coaching for LifeSuccess Productions.
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Release
For Immediate Release

Contact: Mary Ellen Lapp
866-348-5079

Can COLOR really improve
			 your chances of Success?
Your success depends on being noticed. How do you know if you’re memorable for the
right or the wrong reasons? Color gets you noticed. Color is your signature. Color keeps
you in an environment of positive movement toward your success, if you use color to
your best advantage.
In her new book, The Color of Success, Why Color Matters in your Life, your Love, your
Lexus, Mary Ellen Lapp reveals how the colors we wear, and the colors that surround us,
even the color of the car we drive, impacts our self image and affects how we are seen by
the people around us. She explains what our color choices say about us, and how to use
color to look and feel your best.
This book, to be published by LifeSuccess Publishing, explains how to make your own
best color choices rather than following the crowd. Mary Ellen familiarizes even the
novice with the power of color and provides simple color solutions to guarantee yours is
an image of success.
To order this book go to www.thecolorofsuccessbook.com

or call Mary Ellen Lapp at
Photos available.

866-348-5079
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Release
Title:
Sub Title:
Release Date:
Pages:
Price:
ISBN # :

The Color of Success
Why Color Matters in your Life, your Love, your Lexus
June 2007
200
$29.95
978-1-59930-078-8

Websites

www.thecolorofsuccessbook.com

Email

melapp@gaslightgallery.net

Address

Gaslight Gallery
200 Howard St.
Petoskey MI 49770

Contact

866-348-5079

Publisher
LifeSuccess Publishing
8900 E Pinnacle Peak Rd.
Suite D240
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
Tel: 0011 1-800-473-7134
Fax: 0011 1-800-473-7134
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